Group Discussions:
Group Discussions are the USP of BCAS RRCs. The group discussions enable our participants to discuss their own queries, issues and experiences with the paper-writer and group leaders on the subject.
The groups discuss on the most practical case studies stressing on latest issues or concerns on the
subjects, and the group may or may not necessarily arrive at a consensus on such case studies in hand.
This is followed by the paper writer giving his/her views on those issues. The Group Discussions enable
the participants, group leaders and paper-writer to self-reflect, brainstorm and take away some epitome
insights on the subject.
Group Discussion I-Case Studies on Accounting, Auditing & Company Law
Accounting, Auditing & Company Law has been the bread and butter activity for the accounting Professionals. However there have been tectonic shifts in the Accounting & Auditing sphere over the last
decade. The accounting standards, regulatory requirements, stakeholders take on auditing, increasing
documentation requirements coupled with complex commercial arrangements in vogue add lot of responsibilities as well as spice to the contemporary accounting profession.
A rank holder at CA exams, Himanshu Kishnadwala has been in practice since 1985
leading the audit and assurance practice of CNK & Associates. Past President of the
Bombay Chartered Accountants’ Society and a member of the various committees and
on the boards of various listed companies, the ICAI and the BCAS. Has been a senior
lecturer as well with Narsee Monjee College of Commerce & Economics for 15 years.
Group Discussion II- Case Studies on Direct taxation
The Direct Taxes issues, intriguing as they are, always arouse lot of interest due to personal involvement
of large number of members in the taxation practive. The controversies never seem to end and when
one has ended another one pops up its head. The case studies on direct taxation shall cover some of
the latest issues like reopening u/s.147/148A, the faceless schemes - practical and legal issues, penalties u/s. 270A changes to section 6, new provisions of partnership firms u/s. 9B and 45(4), capital gains
on redevelopments, mergers, demergers, on shares and securities, pandora papers impact etc.
Devendra Jain is an experienced law professional with a demonstrated history of
working in the law practice industry for over two decades. Skilled in Taxation Laws,
Transfer Pricing, International Tax, Economic and Allied Laws such as Benami Law,
RERA, IBC, Succession laws, etc. He is a YouTuber and uploads videos on important
legal topics.

Panel Discussion on Related Party Transactions & Interplay of laws
The Panel Discussion is the most enriching experiences at BCAS RRCs, as it gives a 360 view on the
subject matter deliberated upon. Related Party Transactions have been interesting and complicated arrangements with diverse legal pullss and practical challenges, with lot of regulatory lenses on them. The
subject experts from multi-disciplinary domains shall brainstorm and give a multifaceted perspective on
some very well curated and real-life case studies. The panel with the help of moderator shall analyze
such case studies from Direct Taxation, Transfer Pricing, FEMA, Company Law, Accounting and Indirect
Taxes angles. As a professional it always benefits to understand an overall challenge and aspects of
such complex transactions.
PANEL DISCUSSION
CA. Sonalee Godbole, a partner at Kalyaniwalla & Mistry with an experience of over two decades, handles direct tax matters- domestic as well as international alongwith transfer pricing
assignments. She has been, through her firm, a member of Mazars. Mazaras is an international, integrated and independent network of member firms having presence in 77 countries.
CA. Parind Mehta is an active member of sub-committee on GST set up by the Maharashtra
VAT Department. His areas of functional expertise include State & Central Indirect tax laws,
particularly GST. He has been a committee member of various Professional and Trade Associations and is actively involved in discussions, representations, etc. with and before Tax
department.
CA. Sudhir Soni is a Partner, Assurance Services at SR Batliboi Network firms in India and
has experience of nearly three decades. He specialises in financial statement Auditing and
Accounting Advisory Services, and has participated in and led Statutory Audits of several large
Multinational and Indian companies in Cement, Pharmaceutical, Chemical, Retail and Consumer Goods, Infrastructure and Construction sectors.
CA Raman Jokhakar with nearly 25 years of experience in professional practice, Raman
Jokhakar, has specialised in Assurance, Auditing, Consulting, Tax, Business Advisory, Inward
Investments into India, etc. over the years. He has authored a Book - Make it in India - Handbook on Starting and Doing Business (Edition 2017). He is a certified Internal Auditor from the
Institute of Internal Auditors, Florida. He is the past president of the BCAS and is currently the
Chairman of the Journal committee of BCAS.

Presentation Paper I: Practice Talks
The CA practice has seen its own turmoil since past several years and as practitioners we all have felt
a need to upgrade and adept to changing times. With Practice Talks we want to enable three speakers
from diversed practice domains altogether coming together and create a dialogue with participants. The
speakers having their unconventional journeys shall share their experiences and challenges faced by
them in the pursuit. This completely informal and free talk shall enable the participants to ice break with
fellow delegates and speakers and enable wholesome networking.
CA Jeenendra Bhandari is a Partner at MGB. He is a certified Insolvency Professional.
He is on the Chairman of Board of Advisors of AIESEC, a students’ body, present in over
2,400 universities in 125 member countries across the world. He was the Chairman of
the Mumbai chapter of Young Indians, the youth arm of Confederation of Indian Industries
(CII) and a Charter member of TiE Mumbai which is the world’s largest network of successful entrepreneurs, corporate executives and senior professionals.
CA Mayank Lakhani as Senior Managing Director at Nexdigm (SKP) with over 2 decades of experience, CA Mayank heads various professional and business advisory services, including Assurance Advisory, Risk Advisory, Indirect tax, Greenfield, and Market
Research at Nexdigm (SKP). He has led Nexdigm’s international expansion to the UAE
as well as the development of verticals like Risk Advisory (including IT Risk), Forensic
services, Merger Integration, Supply Chain Consulting, and Advanced Analytics.
CA Anand Bathiya is currently office bearer of BCAS and a member on various committees over the years of various professional associations, including being co-opted
as member of group responsible for formulating Valuation Standards in India. He is an
invited thought-leader at various national and international gatherings for Ministry of Corporate Affairs, Comptroller and Auditor General, ICAI, ICSI, equity research analysts,
business schools and other bodies of professional interests on various subjects. He represents as Independent Director and audit committee chair on boards of various publicly
listed entities.

Presentation Paper II: Valuation of New Aged Tech Companies
Being on the favouring side of finances, we all have wondered the recent headlines in newspapers
about sky rocketing valuations of recent IPO listings of Zomato, Nyka, PayTM etc and the basis and
methods based on which the valuations would have been based on. Since the last decade, India has
experienced evolution of new aged start-ups with latest technological developments. This paper shall
highlight the opportunities for Chartered Accountants in the Valuation of New Age Tech companies, precisely including the shift from stereotype valuations to un-conventional methodologies, the pros & cons
and challenges for the professionals in carrying out such valuations.
Ca Ravishu Shah is a Managing Director with RBSA with over two decades of post qualification experience. In his previous role Ravishu was an Executive Director with PwC India. He
is also a member of Association of Certified International Investment Analysts and Institute of
Chartered Financial Analysts of India. He was also a part of working group of ICAI for formulation of ICAI valuation standards.
Presentation Paper III: Recent Disciplinary Cases & Code of Ethics
Have you ever thought that a social media post of yours could be against the code of ethics and lend
you in disciplinary soup? There is an increasing surge seen recently in disciplinary actions taken against
Chartered Accountants by ICAI and NFRA. The code of ethics needs to be carefully adhered to in the
times where social media interactions and technological developments are rampant. Added to this the
need for following accounting and auditing standards in carrying out proper audits have been a major
matter of focus by the reviewers. This paper shall be an interactive discussion covering some indeed
interesting and practical scenarios of disciplinary actions taken by the regulatory authorities and how
one has to be always caution while exercising their professional practice.
CA Aseem Trivedi is Chairman and Managing Director of Highbrow Mentor Learning Solutions
Private Limited a company which is exclusive knowledge partner of various leading CA Firms.
He has vast experience in the field of Companies Act, Internal Audits, Accounting and Auditing
standards and working in Training and implementation of IFRS. His educative videos are regularly uploaded by various YouTube channels and has over 10K subscribers on his own channel.

